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•Andean glaciers: main source of water
•Glaciated mountains worshipped by the 
  Incas (15-16th century)  as 
“meteorological Gods”
•Human sacrifice rituals 

Sacred glaciers provide “medicinal” water 
Qoyllur Rit’I, Peru



ASTER Image courtesy of: NASA EROS

Data Center, Sept. 9, 2001 

Indian HimalayasIndian Himalayas::

Glacier retreat at Glacier retreat at 
GangotriGangotri, source of, source of
the holy Gangesthe holy Ganges

••  glacier terminus retreated by glacier terminus retreated by 
  3km  3km





Kilimanjaro, East Africa (5895 m)Kilimanjaro, East Africa (5895 m)





Global Warming Threatens PakistanGlobal Warming Threatens Pakistan’’s Glacierss Glaciers
““BreedingBreeding”” glaciers glaciers



Why do we care about glacier change?Why do we care about glacier change?

•• Water resourcesWater resources

•• Sea-level riseSea-level rise

•• Glacier-related hazardsGlacier-related hazards

•• Sacred importanceSacred importance

•• TourismTourism



GLACIERS AND CLIMATEGLACIERS AND CLIMATE

•• Glacier mass balance basicsGlacier mass balance basics

•• AlbedoAlbedo feedbacks feedbacks

•• Glacier monitoringGlacier monitoring



What climatic conditions areWhat climatic conditions are
needed for glaciers to form?needed for glaciers to form?

•• cool summer temperatures in (< 0 deg. C)cool summer temperatures in (< 0 deg. C)
•• high winter precipitationhigh winter precipitation

Why don’t we have glaciers in Siberia or parts of Antarctica?



The glacier story:The glacier story:
1. glacier growth1. glacier growth

Accumulation:Accumulation:
•snowfall
•avalanches : e.g. Karakoram, Andes
•wind re-deposition
•superimposed ice (rain freezing)



Avalanche-fed glaciers

Nev. Chacraraju, 
Cordillera Blanca, Peru



Wind (re)deposition

Nev. Huascaran,
Cordillera Blanca, Peru
photo:Jürg Alean



The glacier story (contThe glacier story (cont’’d):d):
2. glacier decay2. glacier decay

Ablation:Ablation:
•melting
•evaporation/sublimation (only cold arid areas)
•calving
•wind erosion



Calving: tidewater glaciers

Hubbard glacier, Alaska
photo:Jürg Alean 



Pro-glacial lake

Glacier retreat- Qori Kalis glacier, Peru





Debris
cover

Effect of debris 
cover on ablation
Rate ?

•  Thin debris:
 lower albedo
 increased ablation

• Thick debris
Sheltering effect
Decreases ablation

Supra-glacier lake



Glacier Mass BalanceGlacier Mass Balance

Accumulation areaAccumulation area Ablation areaAblation area

Equilibrium line altitude (ELA) 
accumulation = ablation
balance = 0



Glacier mass balanceGlacier mass balance
=difference between accumulation and ablation=difference between accumulation and ablation

= most sensitive climate indicator of the health of a= most sensitive climate indicator of the health of a
glacierglacier..

•• Net balance (Net balance (BnBn):):  BnBn =  = bwbw +  + bsbs
•• winter balance (winter balance (bwbw) measured in April /May and) measured in April /May and
•• summer balance (summer balance (bsbs) measured in September or early October.) measured in September or early October.

•• Annual balanceAnnual balance: measured between 2 fixed dates each: measured between 2 fixed dates each
yearyear

Units: [m water equivalent /year]Units: [m water equivalent /year]



Mass balance and climateMass balance and climate

•• NEGATIVE:NEGATIVE: glacier losses mass  glacier losses mass in the long term,in the long term,
it it retreatsretreats

•• POSITIVE:POSITIVE: glacier gains mass  glacier gains mass  in the long term, in the long term,
     it      it advancesadvances

•• ZERO ZERO MASS BALANCE:MASS BALANCE:
•• Terminus is stationaryTerminus is stationary
•• no change in glacier mass, volumeno change in glacier mass, volume
•• Glacier is in equilibriumGlacier is in equilibrium

BUT ICE STILL MOVING FORWARD!!!BUT ICE STILL MOVING FORWARD!!!



Mass balance Mass balance –– climate relationship climate relationship

Mass balance is a function of:Mass balance is a function of:
•• Summer Temperature and solar radiation:Summer Temperature and solar radiation:

• Higher temperatures can cause glaciers to melt but the
relationship is not straightforward

•• Winter Precipitation and temperature:Winter Precipitation and temperature:
•• Amount/type of moistureAmount/type of moisture
•• Timing of snowfallTiming of snowfall

Antarctica example: 
• higher temperature-->more evaporation from ocean 
• warmer air ->air holds more water vapor ->

more snowfall --> glaciers will grow!!!!





Where is the ELA?

Equilibrium line altitude



ELA response to climateELA response to climate

 PositivePositive Mass Balance -- ELA  Mass Balance -- ELA lowerlower
–– Glacier gets bigger or advancesGlacier gets bigger or advances

 NegativeNegative Mass Balance -- ELA  Mass Balance -- ELA higherhigher
–– Glacier gets smaller or retreatsGlacier gets smaller or retreats



Glacier terminusGlacier terminus
behaviorbehavior

IPCC (1990)

• General retreat since 1900’s

•Signal is synchronous worldwide

•Response times of glacier lengths:
    10 - 100 years (mountain glaciers)
    1,000 – 10,000 years (ice sheets)

•Smaller glaciers respond faster to 
changes in climate  more sensitive



Glacier response -summaryGlacier response -summary

 Most alpine glaciers and ice capsMost alpine glaciers and ice caps
expected to retreat under globalexpected to retreat under global
warming scenarioswarming scenarios

 NOTE:NOTE: Antarctica glaciers expected to Antarctica glaciers expected to
grow due to possible increase ingrow due to possible increase in
precipitationprecipitation



Glacier mass-balance monitoring
methods:

HydrologicHydrologic

GlaciologicGlaciologic (field-based) (field-based)

Geodetic (remote sensing)Geodetic (remote sensing)



1) Traditional
glaciologic method

• “stakes and pits”

•   limited application
in remote areas

•   Data from Hindu-
Kush and Himalayas
missing from long-
term records

Chhota Shigri, India



Meteorological stations installed on glacier

• air temperature

•   radiation

•   wind

Artesonraju glacier (Peru) 
meteorological station, june 2004



Chhota Shigri mass-balance
expedition, Sept. 23 – Oct 1st

IRD France, UR GREAT ICE













Our high-tech Indian tents, BASE CAMP (3,700m)



Steam driller



“ I hope this holds!!!”

Bamboo stakes













2. Geodetic methods: New tools for mass-balance 
monitoring

 

HRS (High Resolution Stereoscopic) instrument has
the capability to acquire two images simultaneously



Advantages of remote
sensing techniques

•glacier mapping over
larger, inaccessible
areas

•Elevation data derived
from stereo imagery

•high spatial resolution
(10 - 25 m)

• fast, inexpensive



Glacier parameters that can beGlacier parameters that can be
measured from spacemeasured from space

 AreaArea
 LengthLength
 HypsometryHypsometry
 Mass Mass –– balance (indirectly) balance (indirectly)
 Equilibrium line altitude (ELA) -Equilibrium line altitude (ELA) -

estimatedestimated

directly



Global Land and Ice 
Measurements from Space (GLIMS)



Road curvesSquaresRivers

Ground Control Points (GCPs) collection



August 28, 2005 



Glacier inventorying



Field validation














